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This world is not my home, 
I’m just a passing through
my treasures are laid up 
somewhere beyond the blue
the angels beckon me 
from Heaven's open door
and I can't feel at home 
in this world anymore
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Roman Catholicism insists upon clerical 
celibacy, whereas Eastern Orthodox 

clergies are NOT required to be celibates 
except for the Patriarch.  Protestantism 

perhaps frowns on or at least questions the 
notion of clerical celibacy.  Why so?
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A. What enemies of the Christian life 
does the rule seek to combat?

B. Is there a place for monastic 
practices/asceticism today?

“So therefore, none of you can 
become my disciple if you do not give 
up ALL your possessions”

Luke 14:33
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� Gave away all his possessions for 

a life of poverty

� Lived initially as a hermit and later 
in abt 305 AD became head of an 
informal cluster of hermits

� Athanasius wrote The Life of 
Anthony

“Who ever met him grieving and 
failed to go away rejoicing”
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� Took on a life of asceticism and like Antony, 

saw the importance of ‘life in the desert’.
� Founded the monastery at Tabennesis

� Became the abbot of nine houses 
for men and two for women

� Wrote Pachomian Rule which 
provided a model for virtually all 
subsequent monastic rules

� Father of Cenobitic Monasticism
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� Desert - a fitting place to engage in the struggle

� Biblical examples: Israel’s 40 years in the 
wilderness; Moses; Elijah; John the Baptist; 
Paul the Apostle and pre-eminently, Jesus.

� Desert: barren, stark and lonely representing a 
life stripped of distractions, possessions and 
pleasures. A place of extremes.

� Desert: implies isolation, loneliness, temptation 
and combat

“a barren place, a secret place, a place that 
humans can make nothing of themselves, where 
only God can do anything”
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“Here man takes responsibility for 

fostering his own inner life and his 

ability to hear that Word of God when 

it is spoken.  The solitary faces the 

full mystery of this inner life in the 

presence of the invisible God.”

from The Desert and the City
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A. Jewish origins
B. Gnostic origins
C. Eastern origins
D. Secular origins
E. Christian / NT origins
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A. ‘monk’ - Greek �������, monachos

meaning solitary person

B. ‘anchorite’ - Greek ��������, 
anachoreo meaning one who withdraws

C. ‘eremite’ - Greek ��	���, eremos
meaning ‘desert’, hence, ‘hermit’ ie
desert-dweller 

D. ‘cenobite’ - Latin/Greek ��	�
� and ���, 
for ‘common life’ or ‘community’

E. Ascetics living in small groups were also  
known as apotaktikoi
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A. Emphasized self-denial

B. Did NOT regard material as evil
C. Many female ascetics

D. By 3rd century, withdrawal from 
society

E. By 4th century, became in 
principle a life demanded of all 
Christians.
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� ‘Bloodless martyrs’

� A result of the institutionalization of the 
Church under Emperor Constantine and the 
emperors following,

� When church of the martyrs became 
synonymous with church of empire

� The desert saints represented a movement 
of serious Christians who wanted to reclaim 
the biblical standards of discipleship.

� The enemies they had to face was not an evil 
empire but a worldly church; not persecution 
but privilege.
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“The flight to the desert represented both 

a protest and an affirmation - a protest 

against a decadent and overly 

institutionalised ecclesiastical body and a 

re-statement of the Gospel teaching to fit 

the changed conditions of the times”

from The Desert and the City
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Anthony Egypt Model of hermit life
[251-356]

Pachomius Egypt Promoted cenobite
[292-346] monasticism

Basil of Caesarea Cappadocia Monastic rules that
[330-379] govern Greek and 

Slavic monasteries

Symeon Stylite Syria Pillar saint
[390-459]

Martin of Tours Gaul Missionary bishop
[316-397]

John Cassian Gaul Introduced Egyptian
[365-433] monasticism to west
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1. Athanasius’ Life of Anthony set the 

model for monastics and popularised
the hermit type of monasticism.

2. Basil of Caesarea encouraged a 
communal monasticism based on love.

3. Jerome, an early Western proponent 
of the monastic life, established a 
monastery in Bethlehem, encouraged 
women ascetics

4. Augustine was influential is providing 
a model combining monastic life with 
pastoral duties
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� Brother of Macrina & Gregory Nyssa

� Committed to asceticism early in life.

� Exceptional bishop, churchman and 
theologian.

� Defender of Nicene orthodoxy via 
ecclesiastical politics

� Wrote Monastic Rule and Lesser 
Asketikon
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� A monk from Syria

� Practiced extreme asceticism.

� Lived in a little cell perched on 
top of a pillar (style), devoted 
to fasting and praying.

� Received visitors via a ladder!

� Wrote letters while on the 
pillar,  eg to Emperor Leo of 
Constantinople.

� Celebrated as a Saint in the 
Orthodox Church 
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� Born in the Eastern Empire

� Toured Egyptian monasteries and 
served as deacon to John 
Chrysostom.

� Called to establish St Victor’s  
Monastery in Marseilles

� Wrote Institutes on monastic life 
and Conferences, dialogues on 
spirituality and wisdom

� Mystical path of  purgatio, illuminatio

and unitio, ie purification, 

illumination and union
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“Idleness is the enemy of the soul.”
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� Lived in a community at Enfide, then 
as a eremite at Subiaco

� Called to serve as Abbot; legend has 
it that the monks tried to poison him, 
but was miraculously intercepted

� He and followers relocated to Monte 
Cassino in 529AD

� Wrote Rule drawing upon Pachomian
and Basilian Rules, Augustine and 
Cassian’s Conferences
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1. Exactness and comprehensiveness
While Basil’s rules were primarily moral, 
Benedict’s rules were detailed instructions

2. Moderation
Severe to overcome temptations; not to torment

3. Order
Stability in the balanced regimen of divine praise 
(opus Dei), spiritual reading (lectio divina) and 
physical work (labor manuum)

Benedict (480-540), retired to Subiaco after his 
education in Rome to live as a hermit.  He later 
moved to Monte Cassino where he established a 
famous monastery and set up the rule for monks.
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“Benedict’s monastery is neither a penitentiary 
nor a school of ascetic mountaineering, but a 
family, a home for those seeking God.”

Benedictine Rule came to 

supplant all other rules and 

came to dominate monasticism 

from 8th to 12th century

Rule’s Three Central Virtues
� obedience

� silence
� humility
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The desert saints recognised the peril of 

living in a fallen world:

“When the devil does not use the goads of 

poverty to tempt, he uses wealth for the 
purpose.  When he cannot win by scorn, and 
mockery, he tries praise and flattery.”

Hence the saints practiced: 
Ascesis - discipline with a purpose
Apatheia - imperturbable calm
Agape - the goal of virtue
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� Ascesis - discipline with a purpose

� This refers to the daily discipline of 
self-denial and obedience to God in all 

things to wean them from worldliness 
and to resist temptation.

� Measures included a spartan diet, 

denial of sleep hours, live in isolation, 
abstention from marriage and sex, 
daily prayers and focus on God

� Spiritual mentorship
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� Apathiea - imperturbable calm

� Discipline of the body is not the goal 
but the means to achieve the end.

� If passion was the enemy, the goal to 
was attain a calmness before the Lord

� Athanasius referred to it as 
‘equilibrium’; not going to the 
extremes.
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� Agape - the goal of virtue

� The goal of struggle was inner 
transformation, in the highest of 

virtues: humility and charity

� Humility was necessary to keep the 
desert saints from becoming proud of 

their spiritual feats

� Charity was the ultimate goal and 
sacrificial service its primary 
manifestation.
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How does ascesis and apatheia have 

as the ultimate goal agape?

“Of all the commandments, therefore, the 

most comprehensive is to love God and 

our neighbour.  This love is made firm 

through abstaining from material things 

(ascesis) and through stillness of thoughts 

(apatheia)”

Abba St Mark the Ascetic
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� Antony (251- 356 AD)

- Based upon Athanasius’ biography

- Antony grew up in a prosperous 

Egyptian Christian home 
- Earnest in living out the Christian life

- Began to consider what it might be like 
to live the life of the Apostles

- Matt 19:21 gave him no peace; sold 

family possessions and kept enough for 
his sister and him

- Several months later, he was to sell 
everything, entrusted his sister to the 

care of his friends and withdrew to 
wilderness to seek God.
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� Antony (251- 356 AD)

- found an ‘Abba’ and practiced the 

‘disciplines’ eg vigils, fasting, 
celibacy, poverty and solitude.

- Period of intense conflict with Devil 

- Earnest in living out the Christian life
- Practiced the ‘disciplines’ with 

greater severity and ultimately drove 
him to the desert.

- Accordingly, the devil assumed the 

physical form of animals and 
attacked Antony

- In his struggle against the devil, 
ironically, Antony found God.
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� Antony (251- 356 AD)

- Antony’s reputation as spiritual master 

grew and attracted more people
- He tried initially to avoid them and 
pleaded with them to leave him alone 

- He finally relented and started a work 
among these people: healing the sick, 

casting out demons consoling the 
distressed and imparting wisdom.

- Spent the last decades of his life, 
devoted to the ‘disciplines’

- Subjected himself to increasingly 

strenuous asceticism and died as a 
‘bloodless martyr’ in 356AD.
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� Pachomius (292- 348 AD)

- born in Thebes to pagan parents

- drafted into the army and first met 

Christians who brought food for the 
soldiers; aroused his curiosity 

- Impressed with the examples, he 
converted and was baptised in 314 AD

- Came under the tutelage of well-known 
ascetic Palaemon

- During a retreat into the deep desert, 

received a vision telling him to leave 
the life of a hermit for that of a monk. 

- Devised a Rule for communal living
- Died of natural causes 

� John Chrysostom (347- 407 AD)

- Called Chrysostom, meaning ‘Golden-
mouth’ because of his oratorical abilities

- Born in 349AD, to the family of a high-

ranking official, John received his 
education under the best of the 

teachers, Libanius, one of the best 
orators.

- His deep spiritual interest led him to 
serve the church, first as a lector

- He banded with a group of young men 

to read the word, pray and hold each 
other accountable.

- As his love for the Lord increased, he 

felt the need to head to the mountains.
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� John Chrysostom (347- 407 AD)

- Spent four years under a spiritual 

mentor in the mountains of Mt Silpius

and learnt the rigours of the ascetic life
- Memorised vast portions of the Bible.

- Spent another 2 years in a cave and the 
experience was to have ramifications on 

his health for the rest of his life.
- Resumed his duties in church and was 

ordained as a presbyter and to public 

preaching - his greatest calling.
- His expository preaching showed his 

wealth of knowledge of the Bible and his 
Antiochene training, literal and historical 

interpretation of the Bible
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� John Chrysostom (347- 407 AD)

- In 397AD, received the call to the 

position of Bishop of Constantinople

- Rivalry between Antioch and Alexandria 
resulted in suspicion, envy, malice 

which heightened the ecclesiastical and 
political intrigue.

- He was to refer to the Empress as 
‘Jezebel”, the harlot of the OT

- This got him exiled for which he spent 

the rest of his life in lonely isolation.
- Chrysostom was to preach on 

practically every subject and on every 
passage in the Bible

- We are left with about 900 of his 

sermons
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� Counter cultural - within and without
� Change agents - missionaries and 

evangelist

� Centres of worship, eg Gregorian chants
� Centres of spirituality - developing of 

Christian character, ultimate goal - charity
- spiritual disciplines
- relics

� Centres of learning - rise of universities

� Centres of power - leads later to excess 
and abuses
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� Spirituality of the Desert Fathers
one word - STRUGGLE

“This is the great task of man that he 
should hold his sin before the face of God 
and count upon temptation until his last 
breath. … Take away the temptation and no 
one will find salvation.”

“Just as you cannot stop air coming into 
your breast, you cannot stop [evil] thought 
s coming into your mind.  Your part is to 
resist them.”
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� Spirituality of the Desert Fathers
one word - STRUGGLE

Their struggle however is not one of excess 

but one of balance.

The question remains for us:

How much of the world is with us?
How honest are we when we say that we 

love the Lord?
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